Hi, I'm Anaya (she/her), a second year HSPS student and I'd love to be your LGBT+ Officer! I'm really passionate about continuing the work in making college an inclusive and welcoming space for all students, no matter your gender and/or sexual identity!

**My Aims**

- Continuing to run the 'LGBT and cake' welfare drop ins to help foster a community within Downing
- Collaborate with other LGBT+ Officers across the university to hold inter-collegiate events
- Collaborate with societies in college such as Blake Soc to host interesting and fun events during LGBTQ+ History Month
- Continue the Pride Month social media posts to highlight and celebrate our community at Downing
- Host themed forums and discussions for students to share their experiences in a safe and affirming space

**My Experience**

- President of FUSE - University wide society for queer students of colour
- Vice-President of Cambridge African-Caribbean society
- Downing College Freshers' Rep

Contact Me - ag2113 or Anaya GH on FB! <3